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The scalar Volterra integral equation U(I) + ii g( f, s, u(s)) cis = f( t) is studied on 
bounded intervals and on the half line. Conditions are given such that solutions u 
depend in a Lipschitz continuous way on f in spaces f+“,‘( [0, T], R). Also, con- 
ditions are given such that the operator (f(O), f’( ))H u( ) is order preserving. The 
results are applied to questions of uniform boundedness and asymptotic behavior of 
solutions. cl 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is the continuation of a study of the scalar 
Volterra integral equation 
which was begun in part I of this note [2]. The notation and assumptions 
of [2] will also be used in this part; they will be given below. 
The results presented here are motivated by the scalar ordinary differen- 
tial equation 
u’(r) + ddt)) =f’(t), 
u(O) =f(O), 
(0.2) 
which is (via integration) equivalent to the integral equation (O.l), with 
g(4 s, 0) = g(u). 
Assume that in (0.2) g is continuous and nondecreasing. Then for any 
absolutely continuous f (f’ E L’(0, T)) a unique absolutely continuous 
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solution of (0.2) will exist, as is well known. In [2], results in this spirit on 
existence and uniqueness of solutions for (0.1) were shown. 
Also, if U, and u2 are two different solutions of (0.2), with right-hand 
sides f’, , f;, then taking the difference of the two respective equations and 
multiplying with sign(u,(t) - u,(t)) gives 
sign(ul(t)-u,(t)).(~,-~u,)‘(f) 
+ sign(W) - MN. (s(u,(t)) - g(~~(t))) 
= sign(W) - ~~(0). (f;(t) -f;cfh (0.3) 
which implies for a.e. t 
; lu,(t) - u,(t)1 + Iii(u(r)) - .du(t))l d If;(r) -fa”)l. (0.4) 
Integrating this gives 
lu,(t) - Ut)l+ 1’ Idu,(s)) - cf(W))l ds 
0 
f If,(O)-.f,(O)l +I’ IV-, -.fz)‘(s)l ds. 
0 
(0.5) 
The estimate that results from dropping the second integral on the left- 
hand side, 
b,(t) - u,(t)1 6 I fit01 -fdO)l + [; I./-‘,(.~) -f;(s)1 & (0.6) 
was also generalized in [2] to solutions of (0.1). 
In this note, we generalize the following estimate for (0.2) to solutions of 
(0.1): Drop the first term in (0.5) and estimate the integrand of the left- 
hand side by 
ldu,(s))- k?(%(S))l 2 lu;b) - 4b)l - IrIb) -.f;(s)lT 
using Eq. (0.2). Inserting (0.7) into (0.5) gives for t = T 
(0.7) 
jor14W4W ds< If,(O)-fr(O)l +2. job,-/ib,l ds, (0.8) 
i.e., the solution operator for (0.2) mapping f on u, is Lipschit~ continuous 
from @‘([O, T], R) into itself. 
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The second topic of this note is the generalization of the property for 
solutions of (0.2) 
f,(O) Gf*(O), f;(f)<f;(t) a.e.*u,(l)<u,(f) (0.9) 
to equations of type (0.1). Property (0.9) follows from well-known facts 
about upper and lower solutions and from the uniqueness of solutions. 
The paper contains three sections (4, 5, 6; [2] consists of parts l-3). In 
Section 4, we give conditions under which the analogue of (0.8) holds. 
Results of this type seem to be new for nonlinear scalar Volterra equations. 
We use the estimates to give various conditions that guarantee the 
existence of lim, _ ~ u(t). In Section 5, conditions are given that imply (0.9). 
The comparison results are then used to study again the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions. The case of nondifferentiable fs (f merely 
measurable and bounded) is included. In Section 6, we mention some 
generalizations. 
Many properties of solutions of (0.1) are known if the equation has the 
form 
U(f)+II1I(f--)g(u(s))ds=f(r) (0.10) 
0 
or 
~~(t)+Ira(t,S)g(lr(s))~~=f(f). 
0 
(0.11) 
Concerning estimates on the variation of a solution of (0.10) we refer to 
[9, 13, 141; these authors also give results on the limit behavior, using the 
variation bounds. In [3], similar questions are studied for (0.11). 
Order preserving properties of the solution operator are known in essen- 
tially two situations: 
(i) If g(t, s, U) is decreasing in U, then the method of upper and lower 
solutions allows to conclude 
if solutions are unique, cf. [7, 8, Ill. 
(ii) If d,g(r, s, U) is decreasing in U, then the conclusion (0.9) holds 
under uniqueness conditions; see [12] and [lS]. 
Arguments of this type have also been used in [4] to study (O.lO), again 
with possibly nondifferentiable right-hand sides. 
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The general assumptions and notation that are valid throughout this 
note are: Let A,={(t,s)106s6t<T}. We assume that g(t,s,U) and 
8, g(t, s, U) are defined for all (t, s, U) E A T x R for some T, that they are 
continuous in u for a.e. (t, s), measurable in (r, s) for all U, and that 
if (f,s)~A~, 1~1 GM, for some b,,,~L’(d.). If necessary, these 
assumptions are to hold for all T < cc. 
The special cases 
g(‘T s7 u, = f Ui( t7 S) ’ kj(S, U), (0.13) 
i=l 
g(4.%uj=ii(r-s,u), (0.14) 
g(t,s,u)= 5 ai(r-s)fii(u) (0.15) 
i=l 
will also be discussed; in these cases the corresponding natural conditions 
for the ai, ki, 2, ki should hold. 
We shall further use the notation 
h(r,s;u,t~)=(g(r,s,u)-g(r,s,u)).sign(u-r), (0.16) 
for (r,s)EArand U,DER. 
The usual notation for Lebesgue spaces LP(O, T; Rj and for the Sobolev 
space W’,l( [0, T], R) (space of absolutely continuous functions) will be 
employed. The space of functions with bounded variation on [0, T] is 
denoted by BV( [0, T], R) = {f: [IO, T] + R! (var(f; 0, T) < co }. Occa- 
sionally, the same letter C will be used to denote various generic constants 
which may change from line to line. 
4 
In this section, versions of the estimate (0.8) will be shown for solutions 
of (0.1). Due to the existence and uniqueness results in [a], we can speak 
of “the” solution of (0.1) under the assumptions made below. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let g have the general properties lisred in the Introduction, 
and assume that rhere exists 0 <E < 1 such that for all u, v E R and for a.e. 
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(l-s).(g(s,s,u)-g(s,s,v)).sign(u-u) 
b ‘la,g(t,s,u)-a,g(r,s,a)ldt i .r 
(4.1) 
or (using the notation (0.16)) 
(1-~).h(s,s;u,v)2 ‘l&h(t,s;u,u)~dt. s c 
(4.2) 
Let u,, u2 be two solutions of (0.1) with absolutely continuous right-hand 
sides f, , fi. Then 
+$f;(t)-f;(t)1 dt. 
0 
(4.3) 
Proof. Differentiate both equations for u1 and u2 and multiply the dif- 
ference with sign(u,( .) - u2(. )). After integrating from 0 to T, this gives the 
identity 
lu,(T) - dT)I +[I jn(r, t, u,(t))- g(t, t, uz(t)) 
0 
+ 1; (a,g(t, 3, u,(s)) - z,g(t, s uz(s))) ds .sign(u,(t)-u,(t))dt 
= Ifi(0)-fi(O)l +~o~(f;(t)-fl(t)).sign(u,(t)-u,(t)) dt. (4.4) 
Using the notation (0.16) and estimating gives 
lu,(T) - +(T)l + j-’ {W t; u,(t), uz(t)) - i“ IdAt, s; u,(s), uAs))l ds) dt 
0 0 
G If,(O) -f,ol+ jr If',(t) -f ;(t)l dt, (4.5) 
0 
or after changing the order of integration in the double integral and drop- 
ping the term lul(T)-u,(T)j, 
h(s, ;u,(s), uz(s)) -jr IaNt, s; u,(s), @ )I dt ds 
s 
< Ifi(o)-fi(o)l +JT If\(t) -f Xt)l dt. 
0 
(4.6) 
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Using (4.2), this implies 
E’ jh, c u,(t), u*(f)) dt6Ifi(fAO)l + jr If’,(t)-f;(t)1 dl. (4.7 1 
0 0 
The differentiated equation (0.1) can also be written as 
u;(t)= -8th r,u,(f))-j’L1,g(1,~,~;(~))d~+f:(t) (4.8 1 
0 
(i= 1,2; a.e. 0 d t 6 T). Forming the difference of these two equations and 
then taking absolute values results in 
lu;(o - u>(t)1 Q Ig(r, t, u,(t)) - g(t, t, u,(r))1 
+ j; Id,g(c s, u,(S))--i),g(t, s, W))I ds+ If’,(r)-f;(t)1 
=h(f, t: u,(t), %(f)) + jr Id&r, s; u,(s), c&))I ds 
0 
+ If;(f)-f;(t)l. (4.9) 
again using the notation (0.16) and noting that (4.1) implies that 
UH g(f, t, u) is non-decreasing for a.e. r. Integrate (4.9) over [0, T] and 
perform a change of order of integration in the resulting double integral on 
the right-hand side. This gives 
+ [‘l&W, % W), uAsHl dt 
- \ 
ds+jT If;Wf‘i(t)l df 
0 
< oT(2-c).h( 
I s, s; u,(s), uz(s)) ds+ j’ If’,(r) -.fi(t)l dt 0 
+ { If,(O)-.fAO)l + joT If’,(t)-f;(f)1 df) + joT lf’,(t)-.f5(t)I & 
(4.10) 
where (4.2) and (4.7) have been used. Collecting terms, this is the desired 
estimate (4.3). Q.E.D. 
This type of argument together with certain transformations of (0.1) will 
be used throughout this section. Note that in the case of the equation (0.2) 
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(such that g(t, t, u)= g(u)), we can take E= 1 in (4.1), and (4.3) is the 
estimate (0.8). An analogue of (0.6) can be derived by dropping the integral 
term on the left-hand side of (4.5); this technique was exploited in [2]. 
A first consequence of this result is a slight “regularity-preserving” effect 
of the solution operator for (0.1): Solutions will have a derivative with 
bounded variation, if the right-hand sidef has this property. Note that this 
does not just follow from differentiating (0.1). We give the result, if g has 
the form 
g(t,s)=i(r-s,u). (0.14) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let g have the form (0.14), and assume that there exist 
0 < E < 1, r> 0 such that for ail u, v E R, 
I il~~~(s,u)-S,g(s,v)Ids~(l-~).(g(O,u)-g(O,~~)).sign(u-c). (4.11) 0 
Also, assume that .for all M 
var(ii, g( ., us); 0, T) 6 C(M), (4.12) 
if WE R, 1~1 6 M. Let u be the solution of (0.1) rcith some f, such that 
f'eBV([O, T]). Then u’EBV([O, T]). 
ProoJ Let 0 Q to 6 T- t; we show that var(u’; to, to + r> < XI. By sum- 
ming the variations on [0, t], [i, 2i3 ,..., the result will follow. Let 0 < h < i; 
for to 6 t 6 to + i-h we have 
u(t)+/,;g(r-s,u(s))ds=f(t)-[Ig(t-s,u(s))ds (4.13) 
and, with v(t)=u(t+h), 
v(t)+j-’ s(t-s, v(s))ds 
4 
=f(t+h)-jl’og(t+h-s,u(s))ds-j-‘0+bg(t+h--s,u(s))ds. 
10 
(4.14) 
Condition (4.11) implies that Theorem 4.1 can be applied to u = U, and 
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v = u2 on [to, t, + i-h]. Dividing the estimate (4.3) by h gives with some 
c>o 
1 
s 
r,,+i-h 
-. 
h to 
lu’(t)-v’(t)1 dt+f(t,,+h)-f(r,)l 
liTrg(t-.s, U(S))-~?~g(t+h-s, u(s))1 ds 
I 
to + h 
+ I2,g(t+h-s, u(s))/ ds dt 
10 i 
+;. 
i 
rotr-h 
If’(t)-f’(t+h)l dt. 
4 
(4.15) 
Now (4.12) and the assumptions on f imply that the right-hand side of 
(4.15) is bounded, independent of h. Recalling the definition of c and 
sending h to 0, we obtain var(u; to, to + i) < cx; as desired. Q.E.D. 
If g has the form (0.15) then Corollary 4.2 applies if all k, are non- 
decreasing, and ai = 1 for all i, and a( E BV( [O, i] ) for some i. The 
estimate in Theorem 4.1 holds if ai = 1. ai> 02~1: on [0, T], with 
s=min,ai( T). If we equip I+‘*.‘( [0, T], [w) with the norm 
II~II c01.1 = if(o)I + ir If’(s)l &
JO 
then (4.3) takes the compact form 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
Next, we give a more general form of this estimate. The conditions are 
those of Corollary 2.2 in [2]. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let g have the form 
g(t,s,u)= 2 ai(t,s).k,(s,u). 
I=1 
Assume that 
(i) there exists p E L’(0, T; R) such that for all i and a.e. s 
UHki(S, U)+~(S).U 
is nondecreasing. 
(0.13) 
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(ii) there exists a function 6: [0, T] + R! +, b(h) + 0 as h + 0, and 
K> 0 such that for all i, a.e, s, and all measurable sets E c [s, T] 
s Iatai(t,s)I dt<d(lEl).a;(s,~)<K, (4.18) E 
where 1 El denotes the Lebesgue measure of E. Then there exists a C > 0, such 
that for all solutions ul, u2 of (0.1) with right-hand sides f,, fi E 
W’,‘( CO, Tl, R 1, 
llu, - uzll ul.1 < c. Ilf, -f*ll wI.1, (4.19) 
where 11. 11 w+~ is defined by (4.16). 
Proof. Define for j = 1,2; i = l,..., N 
\r;(t)=epL”.ui(t), (4.20) 
i?Jt, s)=epL”. ai(s, s) + j’ e -Lrc?Jrai(t, s) dT, (4.21) 
3 
Ei(s, u)=ki(s, eLr. o)+p(s).eL’. u, (4.22) 
J(t) =.I$) + 1: e-?fJs) ds, (4.23) 
with L > 0 big enough such that 
s 
r 
eeLfr-” I~?~a~(r, s)l dz<$taJs, s) (4.24) 
s 
for a.e. s and all i, using (4.18). One calculates that the equations (0.1) for 
the uj are equivalent to 
\Vj(t) + 1’ L. 1t’j(S) ds + 2 S’ iii(t, S) Ri(S, it>(s)) ds 
0 i-1 O 
or abbreviated 
y(t)+SI g(t, s, y(s))ds=J(t)+Fj(t), 
0 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
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where the F, still depend on 1%; and satisfy for all t, 
j-’ IF;(s) - F;(s)1 ds < j-’ M(s). Iw,(s) - wz(.s)l ds 
0 0 
(4.27) 
with some M(. ) E L’(0, R R), and F,(O) = 0. 
The second observation (and the point of this construction) is that 2, 
defined by the integral terms on the left-hand side of (4.25), satisfies (4.1) 
with E = 4. Applying Theorem 4.1 on the interval [O, t] (t < T arbitrary) 
gives 
~~.~I~,-~~JI,~.~+~-~~M(~).I~~,,(s)-~I.~(s)J ds 
$ C. llf, -fill ,+.I., + C’. j-i M(s) (j-i Iw;(r) - w;(r)1 df) ds (4.28) 
with some big constant C. Gronwall’s lemma, applied to 
v(t) = j’ Iw;(s) - w;(s)1 ds, 
n 
for some C > 0 and all 0 < t 6 T. Estimate (4.19) follows, recalling the 
definition (4.20) of the HJ,. Q.E.D. 
In this estimate, the Lipschitz constant C will, in general, depend on T. 
We turn to estimates in which C is independent of T; these can be used to 
guarantee the existence of lim, ~. r u(t) for solutions of (0.1). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let g have the form 
g(r,.&u)=&q-J,u), O<.s<t<cc, (0.14) 
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and let g satisfy 
s 
x )d,g(t, u)-l~,g(r, u)l dt<(l -a).(g(O, U)--g(O,v)).sign(u-r) 
0 
(4.30) 
with 0 < E < 1, for all u, t’ E ‘R (i.e., (4.1) bi*ith T replaced by ,x8 ). For an? 
absolutely continuous f: [0, ~1) + R define 
x(f)= GER 
i lj 
x Ig(s, \?) -f’(s)1 ds < ixi 
0 1 
. (4.31) 
Zf x(f) # 0, then the unique solution u of (0.1) with right-hand side f tends 
to some limit u, E x(.f ), as t + ‘xx. 
Proof: Let ulo E x(f). Then M’(S) = CV~ solves 
w(t)+~r~(t-s,w~(s))ds=~;g(s,wo)ds+n.o. (4.32) 
0 
Estimate (4.3) implies 
I,z lu’(s)l ds = j-r lu’(s)- w’(s)1 ds 
< 2-l ( ) E ~If(O,-wo~+~j~ If’(s)-g(s,~‘o)Ids<cr~, 
(4.33) 
thus U, = lim, j sc u(t) exists. 
Next, observe that (4.30) implies that for all u > v and all t 
g(O,U)-g(O,U)>g(t,U)-g(t,tl)>E(g(O,U)-g(O,tl))~0. (4.34) 
Therefore, x(f) is a level set of g(0, .), {)?‘E [WI g(0, M?) = g(0, w,)} with it’s 
as above, and this set is an interval, say [a, /?I (or a half-bounded inter- 
val). If u, were outside this interval, e.g., u, >/I, then one could find a To 
such that for all t 2 To 
and thus 
u(t)L$(u, +P) 
&.(I- To).MO, %u,+P))- g(O, B)) 
G ~~(g(t-s,u(s))-g(t-s,B))ds I 
=f(t)-Jl:n(s,8)ds-Sbb(g(t--s,u(s))-R(S,S))ds-u(f), (4.35) 
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using (4.34) and the equation for U. The left-hand side of (4.35) goes to 
+ cc as t + zz (see (4.34)), while the right-hand side stays bounded (since 
BE x(f)). This is a contradiction; thus u,~ 6 /?, and similarly U, b a. 
QED. 
When applied to equations where g has the “separable” form (0.15), con- 
dition (4.30) is satisfied if 
(a) Ei(. ) is nondecreasing, 
(bj SF Ial( ds<ai(O), 
and \vO E x(f) means 
f’(s)- 5 a,(s) ki(wO) ds< MI. 
r=l 
This result can be compared to Corollary 2.4 in [2], where “u(t) + u,,” 
is concluded if the ui and ki satisfy the stronger assumptions 
(c) u H Ei( U) - 6 . u is nondecreasing, 
(d) j; la;(s)l .edS ds 6 a,(O) 
for some 6 > 0, but where f” is only assumed to have a limit at ITS. 
If in Corollary 4.4 g(0, . j is strictly increasing, then the technique also 
implies that two solutions U, , U, will have the same limit, if one of them has 
a limit and if their right-hand sides differ by a function of bounded 
variation. 
We next consider the case of kernels with larger variation, starting with a 
result for the general equation (0.1). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let g satisfy: 
(i) There exists some 0 <E < 1 such that .for all u> LYE R, O<s< 
f<‘zo, 
a,g(t,S,u)-~~g(~,s,L~)+~~(g(?,s,U)-g(t,s,t())d0. (4.35) 
(ii) There exists some 0 < b < 1 such that for all u 2 4 0 G S < a, 
g(t,s,u)dt~6.g(s.s,u)-llg(t,s,v)dr< +‘x\. 
F 
(4.36) 
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(iii) For all s k 0, u E R, 
g(T,s, u)+O as T+ CT. (4.37) 
Let u,, 1.4~ be two solutions of (0.1) with absolutely continuous right-hand 
sides fi, fi. Then for all T > 0, 
joT/u;(t)-u;(t)1 dt+~.(l-8~).~~rl(u,-u,)(t)l dt 
If,(O)-fAO)l +~.~~~lf;lt)-f;(r)ldt 
+~.j~ll;(t)-h(t)ldt. 
0 
(4.38) 
In other words, if W’l’( [0, T]) is equipped with the norm 
then the solution operator for (0.1) is Lipschitz continuous in this norm with 
a Lipschitz constant that depends only on E and 6. 
Proof Define 
s 
I 
g(t,s,u)=g(t,s,u)+E. g(z,s,u)ds+&.u, (4.39) 
F 
fi(t)=~(t)+&.~~~(s)dS, i= 1, 2. (4.40) 
Then integrating (0.1) from 0 to t, multiplying with E and adding the result 
to (0.1) show that the uj also satisfy 
uj(t) + 5’ g(tv s, U,(s)) ds=J(t). 
0 
(4.41) 
We check that (4.1) holds for 2: For 0 < s < T < ‘RI and u, 11 E R, u > u, 
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< I 35 la,g(t,s,u)-a,g(t,s,u)l dt J 
= i x I~,g(trS,~)-~,g(t,s,L~)+&.(g(t,s,u)-g(f,s,u))ldt s 
=- jx d,(g(t,s,u)-g(t,s,u))dr-E Ix (g(t,s,u)-g(t.s,v))dt 
s ‘5 
= (1 - 8ENgh s, u) - gh s, 0)) 
+E. d(g(s,s,u)-g(s,s;o))-jr (g(t,s,U)-g(t,S,u))dt 
( s 
~(1-6E).(g(s,s,u)-g(s,s,v))-e.(l-~&).(U--), (4.42) 
which implies (4.1) with E. 6 instead of E and with an additional term 
E. (1 - ~5s). IU - t’l on the right-hand side. We now follow the proof of 
Theorem 4.1: By differentiating (4.41), taking the difference, multiplying 
with sign(u,(.)- u2( .)), and integrating again over [0, r], an identity of 
the form (4.4) is obtained, with g replaced by 2, .J replaced by j;, and with 
an additional 
&‘(l-dE).jrIU,(t)-U~(t), dt 
0 
(4.43 ) 
on the left-hand side. Instead of (4.7), the estimate 
G If,(o)-f,(o)1 + r7 If;(t)-f;(t)1 dt 
JO 
follows. Inserting this into the analogue of (4.9) we get, using (4.42) 
jo7 lu’,(t) -4Ct)l dt d jo7 Idt, t, u,(f))- C(t, f, u,(t))1 dt 
+ IS r 71a,i?(r t s, #I(S)) - ar iT(f, s, uzb))l dr ds 0 s 
+ j’ I f’,(t) -f;(t)1 di 
0 
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<(2-6djT Ig(t, t, u,(t))--(r, t, u,(t))1 dt 
0 
--~.(l -6E)jT lu,(t)-u2(t)l dt+j’If;(t)-f;(r)1 dt 
0 0 
+&- I).( If,(o)-j;(O)1 +~oh~~-f~(t)l dr) 
+[Tl/;(r)-f;(t)l dr-~(l--6E).r’IU,(I)-UI(I)l dt. (4.45 ) 
0 0 
Regrouping and usingf: = f: + E .fj, the estimate (4.38) follows. Q.E.D. 
If g has the form (0.15), then the assumptions (i), (ii), (iii) above are 
implied by 
Li(. ) is nondecreasing for all i, (4.46) 
for some 1 3 c > 0, t tt eEf. ai( t) is nonincreasing for all i, (4.47) 
o< m 
f 
a;(s)ds< cc for all i. (4.48) 
0 
Kernels with these properties can be non-monotone and can change their 
sign; examples are 
if a > ‘1’ > 0, a. 6 > /?. y, and 6 < 8. Also, some kernels with compact support 
are included in this class, such as 
if Odt<T 
if t>T, 
with T, p > 0. In Corollary 5.5(b), another aspect of equations with such 
kernels is discussed. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let g have the form 
g(t,s,u)= f a,(t-s)E,(u), 
i= 1 
let (4.46k(4.48) above hold, and assume thaz 
I ~(l+[)+,(t)ldt<rxi, l<i<N. 0 
(0.15) 
(4.49) 
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For any ct E R, let u,(a) be the unique number for which 
u,(a) + 2 jr a,(r) dr. /$(u,(a)) = a. 
r=l 0 
(4.50) 
Let f be absolutely continuous and j? I f'(s)1 ds < c;c, and let u be the 
solution of (0.1) with this right-hand side. Then 
f 
om 1 f(r)-al dt< a implies 
s 
om (Iu(t)-u,(a)1 + lu’(t)l)dt< CC. 
Proof. First, one checks that g, given by (0.15), satisfies conditions 
(4.35), (4.36), (4.37) of Corollary 4.5, with E given by (4.47) and 
6 = min (j: a,(t)dt))>O. 
We then compare the solution u( .) and the constant u,(a) s u(t), which 
solves 
~(t)+Sdg(t,s,v(s))ds=u,(a)+ i /“ai-k,(u,(a))ds 
i=k O 
=a-$ jx 4s) ds.k,(u,(a)), (4.5 1) 
i=, f 
using (4.50). Call the right-hand side of (4.51) y(t); then 
S’ ox IfU)-j‘Wl dsj-* o If(t)-4 dt 
+ 2 Ik,(u,,(a))l .[: (1’ a,(s) dsi dt < ocS (4.52) 
i= I I 
due to (4.49) and the assumption onf, and 
s 
oa If’(t)-y’(t)1 dtf jx If’(t)1 dt 
0 
+ i Iiii(u,(a))l .Jx Iai( dt < lx. (4.52) 
,=I 0 
Corollary 4.5 then implies that 
fx lu’(t)l dt+j” lu(t)-u.,(a)1 dt< 1x1. 
0 0 
(4.53) 
Q.E.D. 
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Another application of the argument of Corollary 4.5 can be given, if in 
(0.15) the ai are strictly decreasing on a sufficiently big set (cf. [4], where a 
related condition has been employed). 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let g have the form 
g(t,s,u)= i ai(t-s).F,(u), 
,=I 
(0.15) 
let the ki be nondecreasing, and assume that the a, satisflf 
UiE L’(0, c;cl; R), a: < 0 ae., ai = I, (4.54) 
meas{s<t(a~(s)<O)>+t for all t< T,=sup(t)a,(t)>O). (4.55) 
Then there exists some C > 0 such that for all solutions u,, u2 of (0.1) with 
absolutely continuous right-hand sides f, , f2 and for all T 
s 
Oi(u,(t)-uAt)l + M(t)-u;(t)l)dt 
~C.(lf,(O)-f*(O)1 +jT(lf,(t)-f2(t)l + If;(t)-fS(t)l)dt). (4.56) 
0 
ProoJ: Rewrite the equation for u, as 
Uj(r) + {' g(t* s, uj) ds=fj(t), 
0 
(4.57) 
with 
f;(t)=/,(1)+6.i~f,(s)ds, (4.58) 
s(t,s,u)=d.u+ 2 (n,(t-s)+&[~~-‘ai(r)dr)ki,u) (4.59) 
i= 1 
as in the proof of Corollary 4.5, with 6 > 0 to be fixed later. We claim that 
6 > 0, E > 0 can be found such that for all i 
I $ la;(s)+6.ai(s)l ds<a,(O)-c = 1 -E. (4.60) 
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Assume for a moment that (4.60) is true for some E, 6 > 0. Then for any 
u,o~IWwithu~tlandforanys~T<m 
laf(s)+6~ui(s)l ds&(u)-k,(u)) 
<(l--E) $ (fii(U)-Ej(t’)) 
r-l 
=(l-&).(g(s,s,u)-g(s,s,L~))-b.(l-E).(U-L~), (4.61) 
which is an estimate of the form (4.42). To derive the estimate (4.56), one 
then proceeds exactly as in the proof of Corollary 4.5, arriving at (4.56) (cf. 
(4.38)) with some constant C= C(s, 6). 
To show that (4.60) holds for some 6, E > 0, assume the contrary: Then 
for some index i and some sequence h -+ 0 
- -r 
O<liml.J 
hloh o 
(IQ:(~) + h ’ Ui(s)l- lull J ds 
,’ r, 
= 
J U,(s). (1 -2. P(S)) ds, 
(4.62) 
0 
where p(s) = -sign al(s). Omitting the index i for convenience, we want to 
reach a contradiction. Define 
r(t)=meas{s~tla:(s)<O)=jfp(s)ds, 
0 
(4.63) 
k(t)=sup{s)r(.r)<t) for t<r(T). (4.64) 
Then r( * ) is continuous, r( t ) >/ +. t for 0 f t < T by assumption, and also for 
all t 
r(k(t))~k(r(t))g2.r(rJ. (4.65) 
Moreover, t < k(r(t)) iff r is constant on [t, k(r( t))] iff a is constant on this 
interval. Thus for all t < T 
u(f) = a(Qr(t))). (4.66) 
Now 
j-n(s) y(s) ds= joT a(k(r(s))). r’(s) ds = i:‘I’ a(k(s)) ds. (4.67) 
0 
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Therefore, (4.62) implies 
O~j*(~u(s)-p(s)~~(s))ds=~~~~)(n(2~s)--a(k(s)))ds. (4.68) 
0 0 
On the other hand, k(s) < 2. s, so this integral is non-positive, and we con- 
clude ~(2. s) = a(k(s)j for a.e. s. But by construction a(/~(. )) is strictly 
decreasing. So, a’< 0 a.e., and the integral in (4.62) has to be negative, 
which is the desired contradiction. Q.E.D. 
5 
In this section, comparison results for solutions of (0.1) are derived 
which will imply convergence or boundedness criteria for solutions. We 
assume throughout that g: A r x R + R satisfies the uniqueness condition of 
[2], namely (for a fixed T or for all T< #CC): For any M> 0 there exist 
E>O, p~L’(0, C IF!+) such that for all -M<r<u<M and all O<.s< T, 
g(s, 3, u) - g(s, s, 1’) + p(s) (24 - c) 
*minf T.3 + E) 
2 ! /S,g(t,s,u)-d,g(t,s,c)ldt. (5.1) , 
It was shown in [2] that for such g’s solutions of (0.1) with 
f o L X (0, T; 03’ ) are unique. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume thut for ae. (t, s) E A r 
uwii,g(t, s, uj is nondecreasing. (5.2) 
Let ul, u2 be two solutions of (0.1) on [0, T] with absolutely continuous 
right-hundsidesf,, fi. Iffi(0)<fr(O) undf’, <f> u.e., then u,(t)<uz(t)for 
all t E [0, T]. 
Proof: Define F = {tIuI(s)<u2(s) for 0 6s< t}. Then Y is a closed 
interval that contains 0. It therefore suffices to show that for any toe 5, 
to < T, we can find t, > to with t, E 3. Thus let to E Y, to < T, and let M be 
a common bound for u,, u2 on [0, T]. Let E >O be such that the uni- 
queness condition (5.1) holds for this M. We define for 0 <s < t < 
min( to + E, T), w E R 
g(t, s, w) = s(t, s, min(w, u&))). 
It is immediately seen that this g still satisfies the uniqueness condition 
(5.1). 
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We want to solve the equation 
u(r) + jr g(r, sU(s)) ds=f,(fj. 
0 
(5.3) 
By standard existence arguments, there is a maximal open interval [0, tl) 
(or [0, T]) on which (5.3) has a solution [ 111; by the results in [2], d has 
to be unique. But since U, du, on [IO, r,]. uI also solves (5.3) on [0, to]. 
Therefore, ii= u, on [0, to], and t, > f,. 
Now define u(f) = max(O, U(t) - u2( t)). By construction, ~7 s 0 for 
0 < f d t,. Also, MI is easily seen to be absolutely continuous, and we have 
w’(t)= 1 ;u2<Q; (f)~(U’(Z)-d(t)). (5.4) 
Now at a.e. t, where u2( t) < C(t), 
W’(f) = -$f(t, t, u(t)) + g(r, t, u:(t)) 
+ I,’ fd,g(r, S, u2(s) j - S, g(t, S, U(S))} ds 
+.f;(rJ -f-S(r). (5.5 1 
Since for such t 
and also for a.e. 0 f s ,< t 
a, At, s, u*(s)) = d, iat, s, U(s)), if uz(s) < U(s), 
8, At, s, uA4! < 8, g(t, s, h(s)) 
= a, jj( t, s, ii(s)), if 4s) >, ii(s), 
(5.5) implies that I+’ < 0 a.e. Thus M? = 0 on [IO, t,); hence U c u2 on [0, t,), 
and this in turn implies that U actually solves (0.1 j. Hence by uniqueness 
U=u,bu2 on [0, t,). Q.E.D. 
Results like this are well known if additionally a, g( t, S, ) satisfies some 
local Lipschitz condition (to guarantee uniqueness); cf. also [S]. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let u be a solution of (0.1) with absolutely continuous 
right-hand side 5 and assume that f(0) 2 0 and 
dt, r,O)+j)M t, s, w(s)) ds<f’(t) for a.e. t (5.6) 
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for every bounded, measurable, nonnegative function w. Then u(t) > 0 on 
PA Tl. 
ProoJ As in the proof of the previous theorem, define Y = {t 1 U(S) > 0 
for O<s<t}. 
We use the same argument as above and define g(t, s, iv) = 
g(t, s, max(O, ,v)). The unique local solution U of (5.3) then is shown to be 
nonnegative and hence equal to u as long as it exists. Since its maximal 
interval of existence is open, this shows that 3 is open (and of course 
closed). Since 0 E Y, the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
If g has the form (0.15), then Theorem 5.1 applies if for each pair 
(ai, k,) ai = 1 and either 
(i) ai is nonincreasing, ki is nondecreasing or 
(ii) a, = 1, &, is nondecreasing, up to a locally Lipschitz continuous 
function or 
(iii) ai is nondecreasing, Kj is locally Lipschitz-continuous and non- 
increasing. 
Corollary 5.2 will apply, if all the ki are nondecreasing, up to a locally 
Lipschitz-continuous function, a,(O) = 1, and for all i either 
(i) al < 0, Ci(v) 2 0 for v B 0 or 
(ii) ai E 0 or 
(iii) al>O, ki(v)<O for vb0. 
We next give applications of these comparison results, if g has the form 
(0.14) or (0.15). In these cases, (5.1) translates to: For any M>O there 
exist L, E > 0, such that for all -M 6 116 u d M 
g(O,u)-g(O,v)+L.(u-v)> ‘la,g(t,u)-a,g(t,v)ldt, I (5.7) 0 
respectively, to 
ai(O)i 0, a,! E L’(0, T; R) (5.8) 
and 
for all M > 0 there exists some L > 0 such that u H E,(u) + L. u 
is nondecreasing on C-M, M]. (5.9) 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let g have the form (0.14), and assume that g(s, 0) = 0, 
409 115 2-h 
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g(s, u) . sign u -+ +x as (u( + ZJ, and that d, g( s, . ) is nondecreasing for all 
s. For any local[v Lipschitz continuous .f: [ 0, (CC )+ R define 
M,(t)= M,(f)(t)=inf{m~max(f(O), O)less supf’6 g(t, RI)}. 
(0.11 
Let u be the solution of (0.1) with right-hand sidef. Then for aI/ t 
M,(t) < u(t) 6 M,(t). (5.11) 
Proof The assumptions imply that g(t, m) is nonincreasing, respec- 
tively, nondecreasing in t, if m > 0 respectively m < 0 is fixed. Thus -M, 
and Mz are both positive and nondecreasing. To prove the left half of 
(S.ll), it is therefore enough to show that u,(t)<u(t) on [O, T], T>O 
arbitrary fixed, where 11 ,(t) = M,(T). Now r, satisfies 
~(t)+~‘R(t-s,z1(s))ds=.~(t)=M,(T)+j’g(s,~,(T))ds. (5.12) 
0 0 
By definition of M, , 
.fKU=M,(T)<f(O), (5.13) 
f’(d=t34 M,(Tj)<&T, M,(T))<.f’(t) a.e. on [IO, T]. (5.14) 
Theorem 5.1 now implies ZJ, 6 11 on [0, T] as desired, and u < M?( 7’) on 
[IO, T] follows similarly. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Assume that g has the .form (0.15) and that for all i, 
(i) al60 a.e., a,(,%)>0 
(ii) j;(ai(s)--Jcxij)ds<z 
(iii) the Fi are nondecreasing 
(iv) q(w)=C;V=, ai( 02 ) k,( \v) is strictly increasing in w. 
Let f: [0, al ) + R be locally Lipschitz-continitous, and assume there exist 
CC, U such that 
lim ess sup ) f’(s) - oil = 0 
r - % *2, 
(5.15) 
and 
q(Uj = Cl. (5.16) 
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Let u be the solution of (0.1) with right-hand side f, then u(t) + ii, as 
t+cn. 
Proof We show that for any E > 0 
limsupu(t)<ti+E (5.17) 
I--t71 
under the assumptions made above. After replacing u with -u, f with --A 
and k,(u) with -E,( - tl), this implies for any E > 0 
zG&dlim infu(t). (5.18) 
I--t XI 
Since E is arbitrary, (5.17) and (5.18) give the result. To prove (5.17), let 
7 = q(U + E), and let T* be big enough such that 
f’(t) G li for a.e. t > T*. (5.19) 
Then let w( .) be the unique solution of (0.1) with the same g and with 
right-hand side 
t. llf’ll Lr(o.T*) +.f(O) if t,<T* 
f(O)+ T*. )jf’J(L,~,O.r.,+(t- T*).; if r> T*. 
(5.20) 
Since f(0) = f(0) and f’( t) > f’( t) a.e., Theorem 5.1 implies that u(t) 6 )v( t) 
for all t. 
We now show that lim \$I( t)= U + E, using Corollary 4.4. All assumptions 
for g are clearly satisfied; what remains to be shown is 
s ox If’(t)-g(t, v)l dt< x for c=zI+~. (5.21) 
But 
joT If’(t)-g(t,ti+c)I dt<C+J:: I;!- f a,(t)~k,(z?+~) dt 
i=l 
,<C+ f Ik,(ii+~)I .sx Ial(ai dt< cc 
i= 1 T* 
by definition of y. Therefore, w has a limit u for which the integral in (5.21) 
is finite. But due to assumption (iv), the only such number is u = U + E, thus 
lb+ r w(t) = U + E, which together with u < M’ proves (5.17). Q.E.D. 
In the balance of this section, the results 5.1 and 5.2 will be applied to 
study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (O.l), if the right-hand side f 
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is merely measurable and bounded. We make use of the fact that u solves 
(0.1) iff tl=u-fsolves 
v(t)+ ‘s&s, v(s))ds=O, 
s 0 
(5.22) 
with g(t, s, ~7) = g(t, S, u~+f(s)). Obviously, if f is measurable and boun- 
ded, and g satisfies the assumptions of 5.1 or 5.2, then so does g. Com- 
parable results for the case g(t, S, U) = a(r, S) . k(u) have been obtained in 
c41. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let g have the form (0.15). Dqfine for u E lF! 
k*(u)= inf L;(o), k**(u)=supki(v). (5.23) 
r>u r<u 
Assume that for all i, k,(O)=O, k,(u)>0 for u>M, ki(u)<O.for u< -M 
and 
k*(u) ~ 1 
k,**(u+ 1) 
as IuI -+ ;r-#. (5.24 
(a) for all i, ai = 1, al < 0 a.e., ai( cxj) > 0; or for some 8 > 0 
(b) for aff i, ai = 1, j: a,(s) ds > 0, ai + E. ai < 0 ae., rhen there is a 
function R: [w+ -+ IW+, locally bounded and independent of T, such that for 
every solution u of (0.1) with right-hand side f 
(5.25) 
Existence (and uniqueness) results for solutions of (0.1) with measurable 
f have been given in [2] under assumptions that are contained in those 
made above. Also, condition (5.24) deserves some explanation: Assume, 
e.g., that Li is differentiable and El> 0. Then kp = k,** = Fi, and for suf- 
ficiently large 1~1 
k:(u) &Au) u+ ’ /ii(s) 
k:*(u+ l)=&(u+ 1) 
=exp - 
( I?’ 
-ds . 
I, 
ki(s) I> 
Thus (5.24) will hold, if kj(s)/LJs) + 0, as 1.~1 + x’. Therefore, exponen- 
tially growing functions are not included in the assumption. 
Proof of Corollary 5.5. Define v = u -f: Then v is a solution of 
u(t)+ ; j-‘ui(l-s)k,(v(s)+f(s))ds=O, 
;=, 0 
and it suffices to show (5.25) for solutions of (5.26). 
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We first give the argument for case (b): 
Integrate (5.26) from 0 to t, multiply with E, and add the result to (5.26). 
Then u also satisfies 
u(t)+[rE.u(S)ds+ 2 ~rc i(t-S)I;,(L’(S)+f(S))dS=O. (5.27) 
0 I=, 0 
with tii( t) = ai( t j + E. St, a,(s) ds. By assumption, ii( < 0 and ri,( LG ) > 0. 
Let now K= IlfllL~5(0.T~ and let C= C(K) be big enough such that for 
all i 
k,+(C- K) 
k:*(C+ K) 
2 1 -&(a)), k,*(C-K)>O, 
k:*( -C+ K) 
(5.28) 
kF( -C-K) 
2 1 -&(a), k:*( -C+ K)<O. 
By (5.24), this choice is possible. We show that -C’< u < C on [0, T], 
using Corollary 5.2: To show u 2 -C, define u1 = t’ + C’; then 
s, u,(s)) ds = C (5.29) 
with 
g(t,s,u)= f ai(t-s)~k,(n-C+f(s))+&+-c). (5.30) 
i=l 
TO apply Corollary 5.2, we have to check (5.6): If M’ 2 0 is bounded and 
measurable, then 
g(t,t,O)+S’d,g(ts,I~(s))ds 
0 
= --E.C+ f 
i= I 
&(-C+f(t))+j’G;(t-s)@(s)+&)-C)ds 
0 
< f 
i= I 
k,*(-C+K)+\h;(t-s).k*(-C-K)ds 
0 
Gig, {kT*(-C+K)+(l-ii(W)).k*(-C-K)} 
< 0, (5.31) 
using the definition of k,?, kr* in the first estimate, the fact that 6; < 0 and 
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k,?( - C- K) < 0 in the second, and the choice of K in the last one. 
Corollary 5.2 now implies that u, 2 0, i.e., u(t) d C(K) + K =: R(K) on 
[0, T]. The estimate u(t) > -C(K) - K follows similarly, using uz(t) = 
C - u(t). This proves part (b). 
To prove part (a), we use the same argument, with E = 0 and therefore 
tii = aj. One checks that all conclusions remain valid. Q.E.D. 
Examples for kernels ai that satisfy the assumptions of part (b) have 
been given in the remark following Corollary 4.5 in the previous section. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let g halje fhe form (0.15), and assume that k,(O) = 0, 
the ki are nondecreasing, and that for all i 
&(4 ~ 1 
k,(u + 1) 
as 12.4 --f 32. (5.32) 
Let u be the unique solution of (0.1) with right-hand side f~ L”(0, ‘x; R), 
and assume that for some f, E R, 
lim esssupIf(t)-f,(=O. 
I-r x 5 > I 
(5.33) 
(a) U-a,(O)= 1, a:(tj<O<a,(t) for a.e. t, a,(~~)>Ofor all i, and 
S’ oT (a,(r)-a,(x,))dr<so for all t, (5.35) 
(5.34) 
then lim,,, u(r)=O. 
(b) ff a,(O)= 1, andfor some E>O 
a~(t)+E.a,(t)dO f0ra.e. t, (5.35) 
s 
= (l+t).Ja;(t)l dt<ccs, 
0 
O<~‘a,(r)dr, 
0 
then lim, _ uc u(t) = u, , where u, is the unique solution of 
a,(t) dt.k,(u,) =f=. 
Proof. First, we show the auxiliary 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
PROPOSITION. Let g haue the form (0.15), assume that Ei(0) = 0, the kj 
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are nondecreasing, and that (5.32) holds. Also, let f~ L”(0, CC; IR) be as 
above, with f, = 0, and let IV be the solution of 
iv(t)+j’(c.w(s)+ f a,(t-s)EJw(s)+f(s)) ds = c (5.38) 
0 i=l 
for some real number c and some E > 0. 
Ifa,( 1, aj<O<a;, a,(xN)>Ofor all i, if(5.35) holds, and if E>O or 
(5.34) holds, then lim,,, u.(t)=O. 
Proof of the Proposition. Let b > 0; it is sufficient o show that -6 < 
lim inf, _ r u’(t) 6 lim sup, _ r w(t) 6 6. 
Without loss of generality, assume that I;“=, El(z) < x,“=, E,(6) 3 z 6 6. 
By symmetry, it suffices to show one half of this chain of inequalities, e.g., 
lim sup, _ x tv( t) < 6. First, define 
a= (f (2-ai(n;)) i ai(cr,).ki(6)>0. (5.39) 
i= I i=l 
Then apply the argument from Corollary 5.5 to conclude that there exists 
c=C(K)>O, such that 1)~~)1~~,~,~,,<<, where K= IIf IIL2c0,m,. Due to 
(5.32), we can choose c big enough such that C > 6, C 2 K, and for all i 
(1 -a;(w)).k,(e+ K)-&,(c)< -2.a. 
We now pick b > 0 such that for all I-Y/, 1~1 6 c and all i 
(5.39) 
I-Y-y1 <P*Ik,(.~)-k~(,v)l <a. (5.40) 
Choose T> 0 such that ess sup ra r. I.f(t)l </I, and define for t Z T 
f,(t)= -f jr(a,(t-s)-a,(T-s)).6i(C+f(s))ds+E.6.(t-T)+C, 
;=, 0 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
By definition, f, and fi are absolutely continuous on [T, c(j ). Now let v be 
the unique solution of 
L@)+ f Jf ai(t-s) k,(v(s)) ds+ j)?V(S) ds 
i=l T 
(5.43) =.f1(t) +f*(r) for t > T. 
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We deduce some properties of the auxiliary function t‘: 
(i) For t3 T, -c<u(t)<C;. 
Here, it suffices to show v, = u + C 3 0, u2 = C - 1: > 0. The function t’, 
satisfies an equation of the form (0.1) on [T, ,xj) with right-hand side 
h(t)=f,(t)+f,(t)+C and 
‘57(4&z)= 5 ai(t-.s)ki(z-~)+E.(Z-Q (5.44) 
i= I 
To check the conditions of Corollary (5.2), let 5: [T, ccj) + R’ be locally 
bounded; then for t > T 
-g(t, t, 0) -1’ 8, s(t, s, 5(s)) A + h’(t) 
T 
Z&.C’+ g 
i= I ( 
-I;i(-C)-S’a:(t-S)ki(5(s)-C)ds +f;(t)+f‘;(t) 
T ) 
2-f 
( 
-k,(-C)+&.C-J pru:(t-s)Ei(-c)dS +f\(t)+fi(t) 
r=l T > 
>f;(t)+f;(t)>,o, (5.45) 
since 
j-i(t)= -2 ITu~(t--S)~i(C+S(S))ds+ES~O, (5.46) 
;=, 0 
N 
f;(t)=a. c (2-a,(t-T))>O. (5.47) 
i=l 
Since also f, ( T) + fi( T) = C > -C, v, 2 0 and hence u 3 -C follows. To 
show u2 > 0 (i.e. u< c), we have to repeat this argument with 
g(t,s,z)= -i a,(t-s)k;(C-=)+E.(Z--) (5.48) 
i=l 
for the right-hand side h(t) = C-f,(t) -f2(t): Let t(. ) be as above, then 
we estimate in (5.45) 
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+ f jTu:(f-s)k,(C+K)ds 
i=;L O 
>v 
- 2 a.(2-u,(t-T))+&.(C--), (5.49) 
is, 
using the monotonicity of the ki and ai 6 0, 
.Y 
N 
2 c ((u,(m)- l)k,(C+K)+F,(C)-2420, 
i= I 
by the choice of c in (5.39). Since also -f,( T) -fi( 7’) + C = 0, it follows 
that u2 3 0, i.e. u6 c on [T, cc ). 
(ii) For all t 2 T, I < v(t): The function o also solves 
v(t)+ $ j’a,(f-s)k,(o(s)+l(s))dr+i:.I’U(S!dS=~,(f)+~~(f), 
r=l T T 
(5.50) 
with 
j;(f)= ; {j’ [Ei(U(S)+f(S))--i(V(S))+a+(ai(t-s)- 1) 
i=l i- 
.(~j(u(s)+f(s))-~,(o(s))-a)] ds 
i 
. (5.51) 
The integral operator on the left-hand side of (5.50) allows to compare u 
and W, which satisfies (5.50) with the right-hand side 
f&)=c-joTif ui(r-s)~i(w(s)+f(s))+w(s)}ds. (5.52) 
i= I 
Now 
fI(T)=c-s,‘( f u,(T-s)k,(w(s)+f(s))+E.M.(S))dS 
i= I / 
=w(T)<C=fi(T)+f3(T) (5.53) 
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and 
.f;(f)+.f;(t)2 2 
I 
ki(Lw+f(t))-(ki(V(t))-a) 
r=l 
+ f j’a~(f~S)~(fj(u(s)+.f(s))~(ki(t~(S))+~))dS 
;=, 7- i 
+f;(t) af;(t) (5.54) 
by the choice of a, /?, and T, 
f;(t)= -i I’al(l-S)Ri(C+f(S))dJ+c6 
j=, 0 
2-f jr a;([ - s) ki(w(s) +.f(s)) ds =f&(t), 
j=, 0 
since w 6 (? by construction. Therefore, w < c on [T, x8 ) by Theorem 5.1. 
(iii) As t+ x8, u(t)+ - _ d 6: We apply Corollary 4.4 to (5.43). All 
assumptions for the ai and ii are satisfied; itremains to check the analogue 
of (4.3 1 ), i.e., to estimate: 
+a.(a,(t--T)-2) dt 
)I 
,x, N
6 j I T iT, (ai(t).Fj(s)+a.(ai(~)-22))df 
+s: ,g, (Ii: al(t-s)ds .C*+a.(a,(t-T)-ai( I > dt 
J” (a,(t)-ai(m)).Li(b)dt+C*.joTai(t)dt 
+a. i 
oK (a,(t)-a,(co))dt 
> 
<‘X (5.55) 
by the choice of a. Here, C* is some large constant 2 maxi Ei( C + K). 
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By Corollary 4.4, u(t) + z with E* (6 -z) + C,“= L ai(a)(ki(s) -ki(z)) =O. 
By assumption, this implies z < 6, both if E = 0, and of course if E > 0. 
Putting (i), (ii), (iii) together, it follows that lim SUP~+~ w(t)<& The 
proposition now follows after applying the same argument to -CL’. 
It remains to reduce the cases (a) and (b) in the assumptions to the 
situation of the proposition. Consider first case (a): Define y( t) =f( t) -f 3c, 
IV(~) = u(t) -y(t). Then (0.1) is equivalent to 
w(t)+ f ~fu;(t-s)k,(l*~(s)+f(s))ds=f~, (5.56) 
,=, 0 
which is (5.38) (with f replaced by .L c = .f, ). In case (b), define 
&)=f(t)-u, - i p?i(s)ds.k,(u,) (5.57) 
i=, 0 
and rt.(t)=u(t)-uu,-y(t). Then (see (5.37))7(t)+O, as t-+~r, and H’ 
satisfies 
w(t)+ f ~‘a,(t-s)F,(M’(S)+f((S))dS=0 (5.58) 
j=, ‘0 
with ~i(~~)=~i(u+u,)-k,(u,,). Integrate (5.58) from 0 to L multiply the 
result with E, and add this to (5.58). With 
G,(t) = ~i( t) + F ’ Jjof U,(S) ds, 
it’ then satisfies 
w(t)+ f ~‘a,(t-S)~;(h.(S)+f(S))ds+E.Sd,u(s 
;=, 0 
)ds=O. (5.60) 
This is of the form (5.38), and one checks directly that the ti, have the 
properties needed in the proposition. 
(5.59) 
Therefore, to(t) -+ 0 in either case, which means u(t) -+ 0 in case (a) and 
u(t) 4 ux in case (b). Q.E.D. 
6 
Here, we briefly comment on possible extensions of the results in the 
previous sections. 
(i) It is possible to replace the assumption that “fis absolutely con- 
tinuous” by ‘fhas bounded variation” in all results. Then expressions such 
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as ji If;(t) -f;( t)l dt should be replaced by their generalization 
var(f, -f2 ; 0, T). Rather than modifying all proofs, one would 
approximate a given right-hand side f~ BV( [0, T], R) by a sequence of 
fk)s, fk absolutely continuous, such that, say, jl 1 f(t) -f,Jt)l dt < l/k. The 
estimates on the differences of solutions given above then hold uniformly 
for the approximating solutions uk of (0.1). Using the results on continuous 
dependence of solutions on the data in [ 11, one then sees that all estimates 
in Section 4 still hold. Conditions such as “j-i >.fk” in Section 5 should be 
understood in the sense of measures; conclusions such as “u,(t) > u2( t),, 
will hold up to equivalence between BV-functions only, i.e., up to coun- 
tably many points. 
(ii) The same type of argument shows that for equations in which g 
has the form (0.15), the kernels ai need only have bounded variation. 
Again, conditions such as “u: 6 0” should be understood in the sense of 
signed measures. 
(iii) In [ 10) it is shown that solutions of (0.10) are unique, if it is 
assumed that a is nonincreasing, positive, and integrable, and that 2 is non- 
decreasing. If one therefore approximates the kernel a by 
a,(t) = N. /‘*““V’ min(a(s), N) ds for t>O (6.1) 
I 
and solves the corresponding equation (O.lO), any two solutions uy, ur 
with right-hand sides .f, fi that are absolutely continuous will still satisfy 
lu;"(r)-~~~t)l~If,(o,-f~(~)l+i" If',(s)-f;(s)1 ds (6.2) 
0 
(see [2]) and 
lor I(u:-u;)‘(t)1 d=X’( Ifi(.fAO)l +ior IV, -fi)‘(t)l dr) (6.3) 
(see Sect. 4). As N + a, the u;V, ~4;” will converge to the unique solutions 
ur , u2 of the equation with the unbounded kernel a(. ), (see [ 1 I), and will 
therefore still satisfy (6.2) and (6.3). 
(iv) If g has again the form (0.15), and the k; are merely maximal 
monotone graphs, solutions of (0.1) in the sense of [6] still exist, are uni- 
que, and can be estimated as in Section 4. This follows again by a standard 
approximation argument. 
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